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1. Introduction

Modern societies face fundamental sustainability problems in several domains, such as energy, transportation and food. ‘Technological fixes’ have often provided only temporary and partial solutions due to negative externalities, rebound effects or other unintended consequences (see e.g. [1,2]). In fact, some solutions reinforced technological and institutional lock-in, thus strengthening existing systems [3]. It has therefore been suggested that societies need to fundamentally restructure systems of consumption and production by initiating so-called sustainability transitions [1,4,5]. Whereas it is known that such transformation processes are sluggish and unfold over many decades, the nature of sustainability problems requires imminent action. This tension is further aggravated by citizens’ short-term focus and firms’ need to secure short-term survival, which makes it difficult for policymakers to implement ambitious sustainability programs [6]. Resolving these problems is critical in addressing the sustainability challenges of the 21st century.

Over the last decade a research community has developed around these topics, which can be short-handed as ‘the field of sustainability transitions research’. The field has matured through the establishment of the Sustainability Transitions Research Network (STRN1), a dedicated journal ‘Environmental Innovations and Societal Transitions’ and a series of international conferences in Amsterdam (2009), Lund (2011) and Copenhagen (2012, forthcoming). There is a rapidly increasing body of literature, which also includes a number of special issues on topics such as transitions in infrastructure systems [7–9], the multi-level perspective [10], governance and policy issues [11,12], sustainability transitions in Asia [4,13] and the role of spaces and places of sustainability transitions [14]. See Markard et al. [15] for a review of how the field has evolved and what the key journals and topics are.

The emerging field is characterized by a wide variety of topics, approaches and methodologies [15], but a general feature is that transitions towards sustainability are framed from a systems perspective. This is consistent with the general understanding of socio-technical transitions, which are conceptualized as major changes in technological, organizational and institutional terms for both production and consumption (e.g. [16]). Socio-technical transitions involve a broad range of actors and typically unfold over considerable time-spans (e.g. 25 years and above). In the course of such a transition (radically) new products, services, business models and organizations emerge, partly complementing, partly substituting existing ones. Historical examples of socio-technical transitions include the introduction of pipe based water supply [17], the shift from cesspools to sewer systems [18] or the introduction of the automobile and related infrastructure [19,20].
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Empirical and theoretical research in the field has led to the development of various conceptual frameworks to understand the dynamics of transitions and to develop tools for policymakers on how to support and guide such transformation processes. Applications of the ‘multi-level perspective’ have shown under what conditions socio-technical transitions unfolded in the past [21–24] and the ‘transition management’ approach has made substantial contributions in questions related to the governance of large-scale societal transformations [25–28]. Another important inroad to conceptualizing and studying far-reaching innovations is based on the (technological) ‘innovation systems’ approach [29–32], which is concerned with analyzing and improving the conditions for the development of novel technologies. Recently, authors have also started to explore the potential of combining the innovation systems concept and the multi-level perspective to better reap the benefits of these complementary approaches [33]. Finally, for readers with a particular interest in prospective technology studies it is worthwhile noting that the long-term orientation and prospective nature of transition processes also constitutes an immediate link to various conceptual frameworks in the field of technology foresight and futures analysis [34–37].

Many of the aforementioned concepts and empirical studies have emphasized the systemic and interrelated nature of innovation processes and socio-technical transitions at the macro or systems level. These insights have been very helpful in sketching the bigger picture, but might have come at the expense of a more actor-oriented and agency-sensitive analysis. The multi-level perspective, for example, has been criticized for a weak conceptualization of agency issues and not paying enough attention to conflicting interests and politics in transition processes [21,28]. This has already triggered some debate, including a clarification of the underlying ontological models of actor behavior [38]. Furthermore, niche based approaches have been challenged for putting too much emphasis on planned, well ordered and consensual management processes ([39]; see [40] for a response). In a similar vein, it has been suggested that the technological innovation systems approach can benefit from a more explicit conceptualization of actor strategies and resources in innovation and transformation processes [41,42].

It is against this background that this special issue draws attention to the dynamic interaction between what different kinds of actors do and what can be observed at the system level. It aims to provide a closer look at how strategies, resources and capabilities of individuals, firms and other organizations impact the overall system and trigger transformation processes, and how these changes at the system level feed-back into the observed strategies at the actor level. This is important, not in the least because the particularity of sustainability transitions is that they are often purposefully initiated (or supported) and directed in the sense that long-term future visions are supposed to guide these transitions [43]. While guidance of distributed actors is essential, it has been acknowledged that future visions as well as the means to achieve these visions are contested [44,45], with different actor groups claiming and advocating different interests. As we improve our understanding of the dynamic interplay of different actors involved in innovation and transition processes, we will be able to untangle some of the complexities of transitions unfolding at the system level.

To contribute to this general line of reasoning, our special issue calls particular attention to the strategies and resources of actors in sustainability transitions. In this introduction we will concentrate on the following questions knowing that these can only shed light on some of the complex issues at hand:

- What strategies do actors adopt to shape sustainability transitions and what resources do they mobilize and deploy in the realization of these strategies?
- What kinds of different actors play a role in these transformation processes and how can and do they align their strategies (and resources) to achieve common goals?

During the 2010 Conference of the European Society of the Study of Science and Technology (EASST, 1–4 September, Trento, Italy) 26 papers were presented within the thematic track “System Innovations and Transitions to Sustainability”. From these papers, we selected 7 studies that zoom in on actor strategies and resources in transition processes and thus address the questions raised above. In the following, we give a short summary of each of the papers in the special issue. An overview of distinctive elements in these papers is provided in the section thereafter and in Table 1.

2. Introducing the papers in this special issue: a closer look at actors, resources and strategies

In the first paper, Caetano Penna and Frank Geels ([46], this issue) analyze in a longitudinal study how the American car industry has dealt with public concerns about air pollution. It highlights the roles of social movements and civil society actors trying to establish air pollution as a critical issue on the political agenda in opposition to actors from the car industry who downplayed the issue or presented incremental adaptations. The authors develop and test a new ‘dialectic issue life cycle’ model that includes stylized processes on how (sustainability) issues emerge and possibly lead to fundamental changes in established industries. One of the conceptual conclusions is that issue cycles alone cannot explain the complex dynamics that can be observed in the transformation of established industries. Instead, developments in broader contexts need to be taken into account as well. Penna and Geels further discuss the implications of their findings for sustainability transitions in the car industry, and speculatively suggest that this process is currently in the third phase of their conceptual model.

Tjerk Jan Schuitmaker ([47], this issue) introduces a framework for the analysis of the phenomenon of persistent problems. While many researchers in the field use persistent problems to justify system innovation, the concept ‘persistent problem’ itself is not extensively theorized. Schuitmaker conceptualizes persistent problems as systemically reproduced negative side effects of success factors of the system in focus. Next, he describes the (re)production of persistent problems in a case from health-care: a new practice for patients with medically unexplained physical symptoms (MUPS). Although health-care cases are less common in the literature on sustainability transitions, the paper clearly illustrates a possible problem for actors in sustainability transitions: in order to change a part of the system they have to adhere to certain other structural parts of the same system. In this case,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>System and setting</th>
<th>Sustainability challenge</th>
<th>Actor(s) in focus</th>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>Resources</th>
<th>Lesson from an actor-oriented perspective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Penna and Geels [46]</td>
<td>Automotive industry; societal pressure to change an existing field; US</td>
<td>Reducing car emissions to get cleaner air</td>
<td>Firms (car industry, associations (social movement actors), individuals (civil society), policymakers</td>
<td>Firm strategies with different targets: a) economic positioning, b) innovation and technology development, c) political context, d) socio-cultural context</td>
<td>Example: Political contacts and financial means were used to support broad info campaigns.</td>
<td>Social movement actors struggle with incumbents in their quest to mobilize the general public and policymakers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schuitmaker [47]</td>
<td>Health-care; introduction of a new practice in an existing field; The Netherlands</td>
<td>Effective treatment for patients with medically unexplained physical symptoms</td>
<td>Individuals (Health-care professionals)</td>
<td>The actors deviate from some of the existing rules and structures to address the problem, although they strongly depend on these structures.</td>
<td>Actors use their status in an academic/clinical context and the discretion of their position to deviate from the rules. Still, they draw on established standards and symbolic capital.</td>
<td>By drawing on the system’s structural elements, actors may inadvertently fortify (part of) the existing system, thus contributing to the persistence of problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musiolik et al. [48]</td>
<td>Energy supply; clean technology development; Germany</td>
<td>Introduce highly efficient domestic energy supply; stationary fuel cells</td>
<td>Firms (fuel cell developers), associations (formal networks, industry associations), policymakers</td>
<td>Actors join forces to build up supportive institutional structures for a novel technology. Two types of networking strategies: a) limited and piecemeal scope, b) complex and pervasive scope</td>
<td>Two types of resources: a) resources of network members: finances, knowledge, contacts, b) network resources: governance structure, network reputation, trust among members</td>
<td>The strategic build-up of resources at the organizational, network and system level is key for innovation and transition processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quitzao et al. [49]</td>
<td>Built environment; introduction of new, energy-efficient technologies and practices in spatial planning; Egedal, Denmark</td>
<td>Reduce energy use in the built environment; inclusion of sustainability criteria in spatial planning</td>
<td>Policymakers and administration (local municipality)</td>
<td>Policymakers use transformative spatial planning to: a) support adoption of new technologies, b) push mainstream building firms to adopt sustainable practices</td>
<td>Use of structural and relational resources like associative network governance, proximate relations, dialogue and trust (-building)</td>
<td>Policymakers can play a very active and creative role in transition processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakker et al. [50]</td>
<td>Automotive industry; clean technology development; US</td>
<td>How to promote and select (hydrogen) technologies based on their future promises</td>
<td>Individuals (experts, firm representatives and government representatives) and committees</td>
<td>Construction of credible expectations by showing: a) past development and actual level of performance, b) a convincing path forward and c) a future performance target</td>
<td>The credibility of the expectations produced can be seen as a resource that may lead to R&amp;D funding, which again is a resource for technology development</td>
<td>Credible expectations are essential for novel technologies, which is why actors have to strategically engage in ‘expectations work’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budde et al. [51]</td>
<td>Automotive industry; strategic choice of innovation trajectories in an existing field; Germany</td>
<td>Developing and supporting clean propulsion; hydrogen vehicles</td>
<td>Firms (car manufacturers, policymakers)</td>
<td>Automotive firms: (dis-) engaging in innovation activities, Government: (dis-) engaging in supporting a specific technology</td>
<td>Expectations related to different levels; changing expectations induce change in strategies</td>
<td>Changing expectations lead to changing actor strategies, which eventually influence the dynamics of the transition process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konrad et al. [52]</td>
<td>Domestic energy supply; clean technology development; hype-and-disappointment cycle; Germany, Switzerland, Austria</td>
<td>Introduce highly efficient domestic energy supply; stationary fuel cells</td>
<td>Firms (fuel cell manufacturers, utilities) and research institutes</td>
<td>Actors pursue different innovation strategies (lead, follow) and also strategically influence the discourse related to the novel technology.</td>
<td>Organizational resources are one factor that influences the sensitivity of actors to hype-disappointment dynamics.</td>
<td>Actors which are less sensitive to hypes and disappointment might constitute the backbone of a novel technological field when expectations change or collapse.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
Overview of the papers in this special issue.
medical specialists use their status in an academic/clinical context to deviate from certain rules and standards in order to start an interdisciplinary treatment for patients with MUPS. When the actors want to institutionalize their initially successful experiment, they draw on established standards and symbolic capital. This turns out to be an unsuccessful strategy. Schuitmaker shows in his paper that actors who try to change part of the problems in a system, often unintentionally strengthen systemic aspects that cause (other) persistent problems.

The paper by Jörg Musiolik, Jochen Markard and Marko Hekkert ([48], this issue) explores how actors collaborate and join their resources in formal networks to shape the broader innovation system they are operating in. The analysis shows that formal networks differ in their ability to build technological innovation systems around emergent, green technologies. Empirically the study is based on networks related to stationary fuel cell technology in Germany. The paper contributes to technological innovation systems literature by looking more closely at the organizational resources that underpin innovation system dynamics. To do so, the authors investigate how organizational resources give rise to network resources, which in turn, provide system resources. Based on the empirical analysis, the paper suggests two types of formal networks: (1) those that draw primarily on the organizational resources of network members and (2) those that extensively develop and use shared network resources. The paper shows that both types of resources are necessary to achieve the goals of the network, but that the latter tend to offer a higher degree of influence and flexibility in terms of system building. More broadly, the paper points to the importance of studying the specificities in the strategic formation of (technological) innovation systems.

The paper by Maj-Britt Quitzau, Birgitte Hoffmann and Morton Elle ([49], this issue) explores actor strategies in relation to spatial planning and how such strategies can contribute to niche development in the context of a transition towards energy-efficient buildings. More specifically it investigates how local planning authorities in the municipality of Egedal have strategically employed spatial planning as an instrument to develop the largest settlement of highly energy-efficient buildings in Denmark, and in doing so, created and nurtured a niche for relevant building technologies. To conduct this analysis, the paper applies a theoretical concept that combines strategic niche management and strategic spatial planning, i.e. local niche planning. The paper discusses the transformative capacity that such niche planning can have at the local level not only to challenge and change mainstream building practices but also to change existing spatial planning frameworks and practices. The paper thus goes well beyond the often rather narrow focus on technology development processes in the support of sustainable niches. As such the paper draws attention to broader, complementary institutional change to support strategic niche management, which assumes more strategic forms of planning than is often practiced today.

The paper by Sjoerd Bakker, Harro van Lente and Marius Meeus ([50], this issue) deals with expectations and the role they play in processes of the technology selection, or even the choice for specific technological transition paths. In their analysis of the US research funding for hydrogen automobiles, the authors show that the support an innovative and potentially path-breaking technology receives, depends on the credibility of the expectations related to the innovation. This credibility again, is subject to the technology's actual level of performance, a convincing path forward and a future performance target, which fits well into broader societal needs and expectations. The paper also shows how expectations and their credibility are carefully created and (re-) assessed by technology proponents. At the same time, prevailing expectations constrain the room for maneuvering that actors have in their quest to foster a particular innovation. With this, the article points to the dynamic interplay of actor strategies (shaping credible expectations) and emergent systemic effects (institutionalization of the new field through collective expectations).

Björn Budde, Matthias Weber and Floortje Alkemade ([51], this issue) show how expectations guide actor strategies in the field of fuel cell and hydrogen vehicles. Expectations and visions are known to be important resources in the guidance of sustainability transitions, and can also be linked to actor strategies. However, it is less clear why actors involved in transition activities appear to change their strategies frequently and suddenly. The paper by Budde and colleagues shows that the changes in actor strategies can be explained by the rather volatile expectations related to different levels. The study shows that car manufacturers refer strongly to expectations about the future regime, while policymakers react more strongly to (changes in) expectations about the socio-technical landscape level.

Kornelia Konrad, Jochen Markard, Annette Ruef and Bernhard Truffer ([52], this issue) deepen our understanding of how organizations in a technological innovation system contribute and respond to hype-and-disappointment cycles at the systems level. A key-notion in their work is ‘collective expectations’, which are expectations that are acknowledged by a broad range of actors in the field. We know from the sociology of expectations literature that expectations are a critical resource in innovation processes, and that ups-and-downs in collective expectations can have a major impact on the direction and speed of innovation. Konrad and colleagues make an important contribution by investigating how organizations such as firms and research institutes respond but also contribute to such ups-and-downs through their discourse and innovation activities. They make use of the literature on the resource-based view of the firm to explain how and why different organizations in the field of fuel cell technologies in Germany reacted to and enacted a recent hype-and-disappointment cycle. The authors also discuss how the strategic actions of the various actors observed add up and partly re-inforce each other thus resulting in particular dynamics at the system level.

3. Key findings

In Table 1 we compare the papers in this special issue, i.e. the topics they address, the actor-related aspects they highlight as well as some of their findings. Below we will take a closer look at the various actors that were studied, the strategies observed and the role different kinds of resources played in the pursuit of strategies towards sustainable innovation and transitions. Actors include different types of organizations such as firms, public authorities (policymakers), associations (industry as well as social movements) and research institutes. Apart from organizations, individuals show up as actors in transition processes — as ‘independent’
players or as members of an organization (e.g. firm owners, employees). The key characteristic we ascribe to actors is that they can pursue strategies. They have leeway in their decision-making, yet they are also constrained (but not fully determined) by the institutional structures they are embedded in. Strategies refer to the goals actors want to achieve as well as to the activities they pursue and the resources they deploy to achieve these goals. Resources can be tangible (e.g. equipment, machinery, finance, human resources) as well as intangible. Intangible resources include assets such as technological know-how, the status or reputation of an actor, its social contacts and network ties. Moreover, resources are conceptualized to be controlled not only by organizations but also by entire industries [53] or emerging technological fields [48].

3.1. Actors

Several different types of actors have been analyzed in the studies collected for this special issue. Policymakers and public authorities have a central and traditional role in financing the pre-competitive phase of innovative, more sustainable technologies [48–50], but also showed up in a novel role where they pro-actively created a niche through institutional work that enables experimentation with more sustainable building practices [49]. At the same time, Penna and Geels [46] remind us that, in the past, sustainability issues were less high on the agenda and policymakers had to be pushed by social movements to enforce more demanding legislation. This shows that policymakers tend to be constrained by relationships with wider publics and industry actors, following and reacting to the outcomes of the societal debate.

Also firms are described in a broad range of different roles. Sometimes they actively engage in (radical) innovation trajectories [48,51,52], and help building a supportive environment or innovation system [48]. In other words, firms deliberately create positive externalities and invite others to join an emerging field to gain momentum against established technologies and competing innovations. These findings show that firm strategies can be far-reaching and long-term oriented (hence relevant for sustainability transitions). An example of such strategic maneuvering is the ‘expectations work’, which firms pursue in interaction with other actors to strengthen emerging clean technologies [48,50,52]. The paper by Penna and Geels [46] illustrates a different role and shows how incumbent firms can be less driven by their own innovation agenda but only reluctantly engage in a ‘green’ innovation agenda in response to pressures exerted by social movement actors and policymakers.

Other important actors in sustainability transitions as described in the papers are social movements, civil society and consumers [46], experts and research organizations [48,50,52] and individual actors that try to change a system from within [47]. An important issue to keep in mind here is that in all studies actors engaged and interacted with other types of actors. It was never just a single (type of) actor involved in the transformation processes observed, although some cases [47,49] were characterized by a few very prominent actors. The former might seem obvious given the systemic nature of socio-technical transitions. However, we have to keep in mind that some of the existing literature uses concepts like prime movers [54], system builders [55] or change agents [56] that rather highlight the transformative role of prominent single actors (organizations but also individuals) than the importance of larger actor networks and collective action.

3.2. Strategies and resources

The strategies of the actors studied in the seven papers are directed at different targets, including other actors in the system (e.g. policymakers [46,48,50], firms [48,49,52] or the broader public [46]), institutional structures (e.g. standards, regulations and guidelines [45–47,49], collective expectations [48,51,52]) or new organizational structures in the form of formal networks and associations [48]. Due to this broad variety of targets, also the variety of strategies is large. However, a commonality of the observed strategies is that they all reach out to the broader environment (or system) the actors are part of. In all cases, the actors tried to achieve more or less far-reaching changes of existing structures or practices — or tried to prevent exactly such changes [46]. This observation supports the rationale for this special issue that a closer look at strategies and actor resources improves our understanding of how structural changes of socio-technical systems come about.

Another strategy dimension is whether actors pursue their goals alone or join forces with others. Because of the complexity of the sustainability problems addressed in the papers and the intention to initiate fundamental changes, we would expect the studies to report (attempts to) a high degree of coordination between actors in the development and implementation of their strategies. Interestingly enough though, collective action was only observed in some of the papers [48–50,52]. While this might be due to analytical choices in the design of the studies, it is certainly an issue that deserves further attention in future research.

In the various strategies, different kinds of resources played a key role. While individual and organizational resources (e.g. knowledge, status, political contacts, financial means) were certainly crucial in most cases, the findings also show that the institutional structures of existing or emerging socio-technical systems may constitute valuable resources, which the actors use to develop and implement their strategies. For example, Penna and Geels [46] describe four types of deep structural elements of an ‘industry regime’: 1) capabilities and technical knowledge, 2) identity and mission, 3) beliefs and cognitive frames and 4) regulations and other formal policies. Firms draw on these structural, tangible and intangible elements and at the same time, they try to change (some of) them. Schuitmaker [47] shows that changing these broader institutional structures is very difficult exactly because they represent valuable resources for those actors that benefit from the existing system. Institutional change then becomes an issue of conflicting interests and power struggles. As a consequence, actors that pursue systemic change in order to initiate a sustainability transition, find themselves in a hostile environment. They need to build up supportive structures to make change possible. In this special issue, we see two routes to build such supportive structures: associating with other actors in formal and informal networks, and (strategically) engaging in ‘expectations work’. Obviously, both routes can also be combined.
Musiolik et al. [48] track how innovating actors deliberately create or modify institutional structures (system resources) in order to build-up a supportive environment (innovation system) for an emerging technology. Firms and other actors combine their organizational resources (finance, knowledge, reputation) by using formal networks, some of which even accumulate and control specific network resources. Both organizational and network resources are then deployed towards institutional change. The case described by Quitzao et al. [49] not only is quite different, but also describes the deliberate creation and modification of institutional and organizational structures. Public authorities are the initiators that draw on structural and relational resources like associative network governance, proximate relations and trust to set goals that partly change the system for the building firms involved.

Expectations can also be regarded as specific resources created by collective action. Bakker et al. [50] for instance argue that collective expectations are held by many actors, and therefore fulfill a structuring role in innovation processes. An actor can draw on these expectations as a legitimization for his or her own work, where another actor cannot ignore the forceful (credible) expectations and needs to join in on development activities [57]. Expectations as structuring features can be volatile [58]. If they are not deeply embedded in the system, the structuring effect can suddenly disappear when actors start to draw on competing expectations. Budde et al. [51] show how sudden changes in actor strategies in technological innovation can be a result from changes in such collective expectations. Konrad et al. [52] also observe that different actors are more or less sensitive to such changes in expectations. Furthermore, they highlight that actors strategically influence such expectations ('expectations work') through their discourse activities and thus play an active role in expectation dynamics. Finally, the authors [52] suggest that actors which are less sensitive to the ups and downs of expectations can become the backbone of a novel technological field because they largely maintain their position and innovation activities.

In summary, the seven contributions to this special issue have shown how the strategic work of different actors contributes to a variety of changes in the broader institutional environment, or system. In turn, it was reported how (the resulting) system level dynamics affect the actor strategies. Given the large diversity of strategies and resources that were deployed to address sustainability challenges, we cannot give definitive answers to the questions that we posed in our introduction. One way forward for future research would be to sort out certain types of sustainability transition challenges and to identify strategies and conditions under which they can be addressed. With the current set of papers, we made a first step along this way, showing that a more actor-oriented and agency-sensitive approach generates a broad set of interesting findings, which are important to better understand what actors can (and cannot) achieve in sustainability transition processes.

4. Outlook

The seven contributions showed that changes in socio-technical systems (established sectors as well as emerging fields) can often be traced back to strategic interventions of particular actors. Innovation and transition processes, in other words, do not just emerge from a rather unintentional interplay of actors that pursue their own narrow strategies. Instead, they may be strategically shaped by players with some kind of a ‘larger plan’ or vision — at least to a certain extent. Future research may embark in a more systematic way on how actor strategies and resources impact the outcome of sustainability transitions at the system level.

The ‘system-building’ strategies that we see in this special issue depend on the resources that are available for each specific actor at the individual or organizational level, but also at the level of the socio-technical system (e.g. technology reputation, collective expectations, symbolic capital). While on first sight, these resources can be interpreted as factors that enable strategic action, they also represent constraints for what actors can achieve. This dual nature is best covered with the concept of institutional structures that enable and constrain action [59]. One of the theoretical conclusions here is that our actor-oriented approach to sustainability transitions has significant overlap with the broader field of research on institutional entrepreneurship [60,61] and institutional work [62]. In fact, Schuitmaker [47] shows that actors may unintentionally fortify the institutional structures they are trying to change. This relates to the long-standing ‘paradox of embedded agency’ [61], i.e. the challenge of how actors can change the institutional and systemic conditions that are enabling and constraining their very actions in the present. While an institutional perspective would emphasize the broader systemic mechanisms at play, an actor-oriented approach can provide complementary insights from an organizational perspective. Further research may thus try to uncover how much leeway actors really have in pursuing sustainability transitions within an existing system. Because joining forces between actors can be important to that end, it is also promising to address the issue of collective action, both in terms of how actors collaborate and coordinate their actions in making transitions as well as the role of competition and conflicts therein.

Another aspect for future research is the large number and variety of actors involved in even small system changes, not to speak of far-reaching transition processes. From the papers we have seen that policymakers, industry associations, social movements, technology manufacturers and individual professionals have significantly contributed to knowledge development, the change of institutional structures, the dynamics of collective expectations, issue attention, etc. As the transition unfolds, the relationships between these actors, their roles and relative positions may also start to change. One consequence might be that alliances, which in some time have worked well (e.g. towards system stabilization), may break apart while new ones are formed. A related topic here is the distinction between incumbent actors and their networks and newcomers (or entrepreneurs). It is often expected that incumbents are proponents of established socio-technical systems and use their resources accordingly, while newcomers are working in favor of alternative configurations and system transformation. The seven papers in our special issue have not dealt with this distinction and the corresponding roles explicitly, but we see potential to develop this line of research further. If we understand the struggles of actors with competing interests and which kinds of resources they can mobilize in support of their goals, we will better be able to assess the conditions for sustainability transitions to materialize.
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